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Abstract
The (Dutch) banking sector is heavily segregated. Women mostly hold lower, clerical staff positions, while men are in intermediate specialist and management functions. This segregation obstructs women in their career development within the banking sector.
In this paper we will study structural limitations of job-mobility in Dutch banking for both men
and women. If we can identify and figure out structural limitations that cause promotion differences, then effective solutions to diminish these differences can be worked out. We will concentrate
on a single organization in order to control for labour market structure differences and
organizational differences with respect to employment policies. Our organization is a large Dutch
bank for which we have personnel information over the period 1979-1987.
In the paper we will reveal the career lines within our organization. That is, describe according
to some inflow- or outflow-criterion, which jobs are related to each other. We will use different
filterings to distinguish between circumferential, radial and upward mobility. Our hypotheses are
on participation or access to these types of mobility by organizational parts and gender. We
expect most career lines to stay within the organizational department, that men have longer career
lines than women, that jobs in departments that belong to the kernal activities have no inflow
from non-kernal departments (no radial mobility) and that only the kernal middle management
has access to general management.
All but the last hypotheses are confirmed by the data. Women have no access to middle management jobs, while men do have access. With respect to the inflow into general management there
are only within-internal flows. Consequently, to become a director of a local office a(male)
worker has to move to another office.

1.

Introduction

Why have some people better careers than others? Is it because they are more capable
of fulfilling their tasks than others, or because they have better opportunities and
access to careers than others? Both solutions are incomplete, as we can always think
of some exceptions which negate the answer. For example, as men have better careers
than women, the individual-capability answer would imply that men are more capable
of fulfilling their tasks than women. The structuralists point of view is also not
sanctifying as it would neglect the fact that people who are more productive will make
the promotion more often than less productive workers. We could finish the
discussion by stating that both answers apply. However, we think this would not
resolve the career discussion as we want to know the if: how and why of career
differences among individuals. Recent research by Petersen and Morgan (1995) shows
that wage differences between women and men are small once controlled for
occupation and organization they are in. Hence, structural limitations can be a severe
obstacle in individual career development, or stated more positively: structure sets out
necessary conditions for the promotion path. In this paper we will discuss the
consequences of such structural limitations on careers for both men and women.
But first vti~e have to elucidate what we mean by careers. The trouble with careers is that
there is no unique definition and mostly the interpretation of career is adapted to the
kind of research at hand. In order to choose the proper interpretation of career in our
research we use an approach to disentangle careers into its basic inputs (and outputs)
and then deduce a definition. The career's inputs relato to individuals, jobs and
organizations. From this perspective a good definition of careers can be found in the
definition of Arthur et al. (1989: 8): 'careers reflect the relationships between people and
the providers of official position, namely, institutions or organizations, and how these
relationships fluctuate over time'. Although this definition concentrates on the
relationship between people and firms, it also stresses that careers not only refer to
individuals, but to organizations and jobs as well (see also Kanter, 1977).
On the structural side of careers we have organizations and jobs. Taking first the
organizational point of view we encounter career systems, which contain the (formal)
relationships between jobs (Van Veen, 1995), the rules and procedures for promotion
(Hondeghem, 1990), and the organizational configuration and power structures
(Mintzberg, 1983). They describe how individuals are matched with jobs (Rosenbaum,
1984), or as Sonnenfeld (1989, p. 202) states: career systems refer to 'the possible path
along which workers develop during their stay at the organization'. Career systems
typically concern the organization as a whole, as well as the institutional environment
and its labour relation with the workers. Second, if we approach the career concept from
the positional (job) point of view, we find career lines, which can be seen as'collections
of jobs in which there is a high probability of movement from one position to another'
(Spilerman, 1977: p. 560). Evidently the outcome refers to jobs, or more precisely,
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which jobs - according to some criterion - are related to each other (Spenner, Otto and
Call. 1982: Althauser and Van Veen, 1995).
In this paper we will investigate the career structure of one single organization for
~~~hich we have personnel data. Limiting ourselves to one organization has the clear
disadvantage that we cannot generalize the results, but as stated in Rosenbaum (1984)
'inductive research permits an exploration into the fine details of the achivement
process, into how organizations go about structuring opportunities for their
employees~ (ibid., page xiii, foreword by Seymour Spilerman). Moreover, the
personnel records of a firm constitute a dataset in which all jobs are covered and
thereby gives the opportunity to distinghuish career lines in the organization
(Spilerman. 1977). Because vve stay within one firm we can view the (organizational)
career system as fixed, thus preventing mixing up structural effects of both career
lines and career systems.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we wil] describe the theoretical background
of career lines and define the filters to detect them. In section 3 we will describe our
organization, a large Dutch bank. Section 4 contains the empirical results on career
lines and their accessibility by gender. Finally, section 5 concludes.

2.

Career lines

The structure and the division of labour give an indication of the extent and
feasibilities of internal mobility between the jobs of an organization. In this section
we will discuss the relationship between organizational structure and mobility using
the organizational typology of Mintzberg (1983). Mobility will be further
differentiated into type of mobility using Schein's theorem on organizations (1971).
How to define mobility empirically is subject of the career lines discussion that
concludes this section.
Mintzberg's (1983) base for distinguishing organizational structures are the division
of labour and the coordination mechanisms that are used to communicate between
these tasks. He defines five basic coordination mechanisms: mutual adjustment, direct
control, standardization of inputs, work processes, or outputs. With respect to the
division of labour he distinguishes five basic organizational parts: operating core,
middle management, technostructure, support staff and strategic apex. Using these
five coordinating mechnisms and organziational parts he defines five organizational
configurations which are presented in table 1.
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Table 1

Configuration of organizations

Configuration

Coordination mechanism

Main organizational part

Simple Structure
Machine Bureaucracy
Professional Bureaucracy
Divisional Structure
Adhocracy

Direct Control
Standardization of Work Processes
Standardization of Skills
Standardization of Output
Mutual Adjustment

Strategic Apex
Technostructure
Operating Core
Middle Management
Support Staff

These five configurations differ with respect to the in- and outflow of personnel. With
respect to internal flows especially the bureaucracies are relevant as the mere size of
these firms implies extensive personnel planning. Moreover, they have developed
rules and procedures to manage the allocation of individuals over jobs. Mostly,
machine bureaucracies are large organizations operating in a stable (product and
technology) environment, thus offering the possibility to standardize labour and
subdivide the working processes into rather simple, routinized tasks, which can be
learned most efficiently by training on-the job. The firnz has a pyramidal shape and
consists of many hierarchical layers. Professional bureaucracies on the other hand
realize their coordination by standardization of inputs, that is by building a
professional labour force whose knowledge and skills are collected beforehand.
outside the firm. Employees can to a large extent control their work as its complexity
prevents standardizing the work processes as in the machine bureaucracy.
With respect to internal mobility between the different hierarchies and organizational
parts we will follow Schein's (1971) classification of mobility. He visualizes the
organization as a pyramid with three possible kinds of mobility: moving up or down
the pyramid (vertical mobility), moving towards or from the kernal of the organization
(radial mobility), or changing departments (circumferential mobility). Schein uses
these three kinds of mobility because they correspond with three kinds of borders that
exist within an organization: hierarchical borders, centrality borders and functional
borders. Each border can be more or less permeable, that is, the ease of difficulty to
pass a border, and each border may use different filters or selection criteria for
trespassing (comparable to the career system in our introduction). These three types of
mobility can describe all directions in internal and external movements of workers
over jobs.
To describe these different types of mobility empirically we introduce the career line
concept, which is defined as `a collection of jobs in which there is a high probability
of movement from one position to another (Spilerman, 1977, p. 560). Spenner et al.
(1982) define career lines as the `decision rules that designate a job from the i-th
origin category to the j-th destination category'.Generally, career lines can be traced
using inflow or outflow branching criteria.
Earlier research on career lines was done by Spilerman (1977), who used a relative
treshold of at least 12 0~0 outflow; Spenner et al. (1982) used also a minimum relative
outflow of 40~o and a minimum number of 10 persons making the move. Althauser and
Van Veen (1995) used flow rates (inflow as well as outflow) that are conditional on a
move. For both conditional flows the treshold was set at 200~0. This means that, given
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the outflow of a job, outflow to another job is at least 200~0 of the total outflow from
the original job. Next to this they also handled a lower bound of at least 2 people
making the move in order to prevent reporting on accidental moves.
However, in most research there is only one filter, making no explicit distinction
between the different types of mobility. With respect to careers however, the type of
mobility becomes important because upward, radial and circumferential mobility can
have different impacts on careers. Consequently, as we have distinguished different
types of mobility, the filtering for each type will also be different. Hierarchical
mobility for example will certainly require some change-of-level criterion, whereas
circumferential mobility does not. In this paper we will define several career line
filters that correspond with our previously defined types of mobility.
To reveal career lines we need flows of workers over jobs for (at least) two periods of
time. For this we will construct an input-output matrix for all the occupations that are
in the analysis. This matrix is a sufficient statistic to describe all the flows between
two time periods. It is also a convenient data reduction as we transform the individual
dimension (with a great many cases) into the far more sparse dimension of jobs.
The input-output matrix X{ij} represents the origin and destination of each job,
including new entrants and exits.

1

xi.

n
ej
x.j

X

with
xij i3transitions from job i to job j
xi. ~workers in job i at time t
x.j t~workers in job j at time tf 1
si ttworkers staying in the same job during {t, ttl }
li ~workers in job i leaving the institutional entity ( organization) during {t, tt 1}
ej t~workers entering job j from outside the entity during {t, ttl }
and additionally
mi t~internal movers from job i during {t, tf 1}
cj t~internal inflow (` comers') to job j during {t, tfl }.

Then m; -~ x~ and ej -~ x~ .
jxi
jx-I

ixj
ix-1
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For time t and t~ l we have
x; - s, ~ m, t 1,
x~ -s~ fc~ te~

We can visualize the flows graphically. For two jobs we can draw the relationship
between them as follows:
li
ei

xij

mi

ej

~~ cj
sj

si
ci

~~ xji

mj

lj

m, and c~ are within the box to indicate that these are internal flows that stay within
the organization. The graph shows that x~; and x;~ (the flows between i and j) are
essential for any career line definition since they fully describe the relationship
between the two jobs.
Do we need outflow as well as inflow rates, or both? Consider the case where we have
a large origin job and a rather small destiny job (e.g. higher management).

i

mi

xij

cj

J

If we would define a career line on outflow rates only, we would miss the relationship
above since for job i the flow to job j relative to its total outflow (m; ) is not
substantial. From the viewpoint of the smaller j-job the inflow into j from i however is
significant (as percentage of outflow c~ , the total internal inflow).
For the opposite case, a small origin job and a large destiniy job, only the outflow rate
x;~ I m; will be significant. If both jobs are equal in size, then both inflow and outflow
rate will be significant in case of a career line.
In defining a career line we first would want to know whether the jobs are transient or
relatively closed (that is the number of stayers, s; , is large). If a job is part of a career
line we would expect some substantial outflow (entry jobs), inflow (higher
management) or both (the mid-career jobs). We can check this by looking at the
internal outflow and inflow rates m; , x; and c~ x ~ (assuming that the direction of the
flow is from i to j), which have to meet some predefined treshold. Second, we must
check if we have a significant inflow or outflow relationship. Outflow means that
conditional on an internal move, there is a significant move from job i to job j:
x;~ m; ? i. Inflow into job j is defined as x;~ c~ ? T. Additionally we can impose an
absolute criterion that at least two workers make the move in order to prevent
reporting on accidental moves (see also Althauser and Van Veen, 1995).
5

Note that we have subdivided the relative frequency criterion into two separate
criteria:
P,, -

~,,
x,

-

ti;,
m,

-

rn,
X,

The latter factor is transiency-criterion and the first factor is the conditional frequency
that the move is between job i and j.
~~QYC'C'1' hi12 CYlC21"IG

Now that we have explained the variables that go with defining career lines, we
should define the filter mechanism that determines whether two jobs that exchange
personnel flows are on a career line or not.
A first method is to include all jobs that meet the inflow or outflow statistics
x
m
x,;
c
-' ? i ~ n"? n~ for inflow and '? z n-?~; for outflow, with T,~
r.,
~,
x,
"' m,.

the

tresholds for belonging to the career line.
Without supplementary conditions this filter would measure all three types of mobility
we have defined before. It does not distinguish between upward, radial and
circumferential mobility. Moreover, we should be aware that this filter might also
produce some `noise' if the job classification includes jobs that are (almost) equal in
their tasks and responsibilities. Especially when an organization is changing its
function classification, or if several names exist for the same job (in different
departments or divisions) this filtering includes synonym job-names. On the other
hand, this type of filtering might exactly point at jobs which are very alike to each
other.
If we want to distinguish between related jobs which are just connected to each other
because they are interchangeable (circumferential) and jobs which are on a learningtrajectory and have increasing power (radial), or are explicitely upward we need a
second career line criterion. A first method is to compare the mean age or organization
tenure of the old and new job. If the mean tenure of the new job entrants is below the
mean tenure of the incumbents of this job, then we could state that there is progress in
either radial or upward mobility. This tenure-based filtering implies that the newentrant has a positive expectancy to stay a while in the new job, but more important:
he or she can acquire new skills, built up power or face increasing responsibilities.
If we want to focus explicitely on upward careers, we have to assign a priori levels to
the jobs. Possible levels are mean salary level or function level. Once the levels are
attached to the jobs we can filter out the job moves that do not go with an increase in
job level: level„~N.~„n ~ level„1~,;„n .
Radial mobility prerequisites that all jobs are attached some degree of belonging to
the kernal activities of an organization. In this study we will use the Mintbergpartition to define the operating core, middle management and strategic apex to be in
6

the centre of the organizational pyramid, leaving technostructure and support staff at
the edges. Consequently we have radial mobility if the relationship between the old
job is moving from the technostructure or support staff to one of the other
org,anizational parts. We should be careful however with radial moves that imply a
move to a lower level.

3

Describing the Banco Organization

We have personnel data for a large Dutch bank for the time period 1979-1987. For
each year we have personal characteristics: gender, age, marital status, job-code and
job-level, and organization characteristics on branch-code, -size, -typology and region. Following other researchers who held organizational data we will call our
organization Banco~.

The data refer to the mid-eighties. At that time there were about 6 large banks in the
Netherlands and their structure generally consisted of a head-office with mainly
general management and staff functions and many branches or offices, which provide
banking-services to customers. Our analysis will refer to the offices only and to the
transitions from 1984 to 1985.
Women are overrepresented in the banking sector, compared to national figures. At
Banco nearly 6 out of 10 workers are women, but subdivided by function level we can
notice that women work mainly in lower functions. Earlier research by Tijdens (1989)
indicated that men hold twice as long tenures as women. One of the most important
reasons for women to resign is pregnancy (Tijdens: table 52, p 248). Typically, men
have higher vocational education, whereas women are on general and vocational
intermediate level (cf.. table 54, p 250). Both these short tenures and less formal
education could seriously obstruct women's careers.
Most banking jobs are specialized in the sense that they require specific skills and
knowledge which cannot be attained beforehand by formal education, but that have to
be collected by experience, training on-the job, or by means of branch of industry
wide courses. Consequently, as this training is not firm-specific but rather job- or
branch-specific it can also be learned in other banks and branches, offering the
opportunity of within-industry external mobility in a craft-market setting.
For our career line analysis we first classified the jobs into a level-dimension, which
we will call management (level 4), heads (3), specialists (2) and employees (level 1).
Besides the level of a job we have also alloted each job into one of Mintzberg's
(1983) organizational parts that were described before: strategic apex, technostructure,
support staff, middle management or operating core. We have classified the heads of
technostructure and support staff also to middle management to distinguish from
lower levelled functions in these parts.
~

Cf. Kanter's Indco (1977), Rosenbaum's (1984) Abco, and Van Veen's Tecto (1995).
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For Banco we have management jobs in the apex; heads of departments at middle
management; internal services like reception, telephone desk, and secretariat in the
support staff; and internal control and administration at the technostructure. Within
the operting core there is a split between front-office and back-office functions. Frontoffice functions represent all financial services towards the customer, such as cashiers,
insurance, travel, investment both for private customers and industry- or business
customers. Front-office employees hold primary relationships with the customers as
they are the (first) personnel the clients speak to. Back-office personnel consists of
specialists on all financial services, who either visit customers or whom the client
makes an appointment with or is remitted to by a front-office clerk. For example, the
desk-clerk can give some general information on mortgages, but if a client wants to
negotiate on a mortgage he has to make an appointment with the mortgage-consultant.
Back-office functions generally hold far more control on their work and on their time
spent with customers. With respect to levels the front-office functions are assigned the
lowest level (1), while the specialists are at level 2. Front- and back-office are split by
the type of banking: private banking versus business banking, which both hold
specialized tasks. However, in the operating core we encounter three large `general
bank employee' functions2, which could not be assigned to private of business
banking. To prevent indistinct conclusions we have defined a separate miscellaneous
category for these jobs.
For the organization as a whole we consider Banco to be a professional bureaucracy
as it has:
- stable product and technological environment (at least in the 1980's!);
- job specific skills;
- job-autonomy (for specialists).
however with some machine bureaucracy characteristics:
- internal hierarchies;
- influential technostructure;
- control by supervision (esp. for operating core).
In figure 1 we give an impression of the relative size of its organizational parts.
apex
4oro

techno
struct.

middle management
12oro
operating core
63 oro

] 4oro

front- and backoffice
private and business dept's
figure 1.

Organizational parts of Banco

2 190~0 of all emplo}~ees are assigned to this category.
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support
staff
7oro

The highest grade coincides with the strategic apex, and the next highest grade (heads)
coincides with middle management and the heads of the support staff and
technostructure. These latter two parts and the operating core have two (further)
levels: employees and specialists, which for the operating core coincides with the
front- and back-offices respectively.
On average nearly 6 out of 10 workers at Banco are women, but at the disaggregated
level we find unbalanced percentages. In the apex only 10~0 of the workers are female.
At middle management there are only 80~o women (3a~o in business-services, 90~o in
private-banking, óo~o in the technostructure and 270~o in the support staff). In the
intermediate and lower technostructure we have 370~o women's share for the
specialists and 790~o for the employees; the intermediate and lower functions in the
support staff hold 24o~o and 810~o women, respectively. Subdividing the operating core
into specialists and employees gives 280~o and 810~o shares of women respectively. The
general. miscellaneous category holds 62a~o women.
Before starting the career line analysis we first checked external in- and outflow
compared to internal flows. The data show that 120~0 of the workers has been
internally mobile, compared to 70~0 of the personnel which has left the branch (either
firm exit or movement to another office). New-entrants represent 120~0 of the total
work force, of which 8o~o-points were new to the organization, and 4o~o-points have
been mobile from another office. The new-entrants (new to the organization, no
branch-to-branch mobility) almost allways have to start at the lowest, operating core
level. Of all new-entrants up to 400~0 of the starts in the general, miscellaneous
category.
This indicates that Banco can be viewed upon a real internal market, with external
entry only at the lowest level, in a general job category. With rising tenure they are
assigned to a specific function. Consequently we will find many internal mobility
starting from this miscellaneous category. On the other hand Banco is also a craft
(internal) market in which specialists, middle management and apex can be recruted
from other branches within the organization.

4

Career lines in Banco

4.1

Hypotheses

In this research we will put forward 4 hypotheses with respect to career lines:
hypothesis 1 Career lines are most frequent within the organizationalpart.
Functions in banking are job-specific, rather than firm-specific and within each
organizational part there is a division of labour into employees, specialists and heads.
Consequently we expect most career-lines to remain within the department.
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hypothesis 2

Career lines for til~omen are mostly circumferential and if upward at
all, they are limited to specialist-level.
Because of their limited tenure and on average lower education women will be
restricted to circumferential mobility. With respect to upward mobility the will only
have single move careers: from the starting function at employee-level up to
specialist.
hypothesis 3 There is lotia~ radial mobiliry to the kernal.
Because of the job-specific knowledge there will be little cross-department career
lines. Especially for the support staff, since it has no control on the operating core
(like technostructure has), nor can it collect the job-specific knowledge that is required
in the kernal (and technostructure). Consequently, there should be low internal
mobility to (specialist) functions outside the support staff.
hypothesis -í

The kernal departments hold most upward career lines, inflow into
.strategic apex is only possible,for kernal middle management (private
and busine.s.s banking)

Inflow into higher position requires knowlegde of how the kernal activities of the firm
operate. Next to this, more general management qualifications become important and
power structures become important as inflow into the apex is very limited. According
to Schein (1971) especially the kernal departments hold more power, thus giving them
access to the apex.

4.2

Career lines

FIoN~ frlter
We start our career line analysis by filtering on inflow- and outflow criteria only. We
used the following tresholds m~' ? 0.125 n x'~ ? 0.2o for outflow and `! ? o.i 2s ~ X'! ? 0.2o for
x;
m;
x~
c~

inflow. As expected this results in many career lines that either begin or end in the
general `banking employee' category.
In order to detect our different types of mobility and to keep our output surveyable we
present output using the organizational parts: apex, middle management (midm),
technostructure (tech), support staff (supp) and operating core (subdivided into core
for the lower level and specialist (spec) for the intermediate level); and the functional
classification of jobs into business (busn) and private (priv) banking services. Hence,
we get combinations of level and department, like middle management technostructure. The miscellaneous category (at core level) is classified into a separate
category (core-misc).
Table 2 gives the number of lines, the total amount of workers making an internal move
and the percentage of women making the move for incumbents already in the

~o

department or coming to this department (inflow) and for those in the department or
~
leaving it (outflow)- .
Table 2 Career lines according to the flow filter
inflow
ï~ lines ~empl o~owomen
total
5
97
0
apex
6
39
3
midm-corp
62
6
5
midm-priv
2
100
midm-supp
1
midm-tech
33
6
7
spec-corp
184
47
spec-priv
8
spec-supp
4
16
25
spec-tech
5
26
69
core-corp
24
659
89
core-priv
12
58
71
core-supp
7
43
86
core-tech
12
]07
11
core-misc

filines
96
4
8
7
3
3
6
1
2
3
21
11
14
13

outflow
t~empl
1326
66
44
110
7]
24
70
4
11
13
327
92
233
261

o~owomen
60
0
2
5
0
4
59
0
36
69
83
84
85
71

The total number of 1326 structured moves is 440~0 of the total number of 3044 moves
(of which also 600~o women). This percentage of structured moves should not be
assigned an absolute interpretation as it strongly depends on the tresholds that were used
to construct the flow filter. Consequently, we cannot value whether this percentage of
structured moves is high or low.
For the strategic apex and middle management the women's shares in these structured
flows stay behind their employment share. Clearly the private department in the
operating core has the most structured inflow (659 out of 7004 total flows satisfy the
filtering requirements), while the other lower level organizational parts have less
structured moves. With respect to outflow again this department is most structured,
together with the miscellaneous category (261 out of 266 total moves are structured) and
the lower levelled technostructure (233 out of 300 moves are meet the filtering
conditions).
Large outflow means that the department is a(net) starting- or mid-point of a career
line, whereas large inflow indicates that the department is an ending or absorbing point
of a career line. However, we should handle this reasoning with some care, because we
have not taken account of the gross increase (or decrease) of an department. Sharp
growing parts will exercise large demand pulls, while shrinking departments will exhibit
large outflow just like starting- and middle career points. Perhaps it would be interesting
to analyse the relationship between fast growing departments and the inflow of women
to test whether their career-access depends on changing (growing) employment
structures.

3

4

Both in- and outflo~~ contain movers that stay within the same department.

The 700 unstructured flows are not in the table.
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B}' looking at the origin- and destiny-department simultaneously (not in the tables
because of the amount of output), we notice mostly internal, within-department
mobility, w~hich supports our first hypothesis on within-department career lines. The
apex recrutes from the apex and the same holds for middle management and businessspecialists. For the operating core there is also within-department flow, but there is also
inflow from other organizational parts (support staff, technostructure) into the private
operating core, which can be regarded as radial mobility. The fact that support staff has
also access to kernal departments is contradictory to our third hypothesis, which states
that there is no radial mobilty from the support staff because of the required knowledge
and skills gap. We can also distinguish upward oriented career lines, especially within
the private department: from operating core to specialist, and from specialist to middle
management, although there is also some back-bending from middle management to
specialists (circumferential mobility).
One of the drawbacks of the flow filter is that it includes flows between synonymous, or
very similar jobs (like head cashier and head cash~giro) or changing job titles, which
troubles finding `real' career lines. This can be resolved by recoding similar
occupations, but this would require exact knowledge of jobs' tasks and responsibilities
and more important, it would require exact matching between the old and new titles,
which is rarely the case. In stead of this normative approach we opt for a general
solution by adjusting the filtering mechanism in order to capture this pseudo job-to job
mobility. In terms of our types of mobility we distinguish circumferential mobility from
radial and upward mobility.
Floia~s and tenure

We will reduce the flows by adding a tenure restriction to the flow filter. A job-move
passes the tenure filter if the mean tenure of the inflow is significantly below the mean
tenure of the incumbents of this new job. We have also included an age-difference filter
to the tenure filter to prevent exclusion of slow-starters or employees which entered the
organization at relatively young age (and hold larger tenure) in this career line filter. For
both the tenure and age filter we require a difference of 3 years for new-entrants to the
job relative to the workers already in the job.
In fact this filtering implies that career lines are one-way and thus excludes career lines
that circle round between jobs (e.g. from the large `banking employee' group to `deskclerk' and back). The filter could be justified by claiming that workers are supposed to
acquire firm- and job-specific human capital that can be applied in the new job.
Moreover, this mobility is in a sense upward or radial, moving towards more power,
responsibilities etc.
The career line results for the flow-and-tenure filter in table 3 show that for all
departments, but especially for technostructure (outflow), there is a sharp drop in career
lines from 1326 moves in the flow filter only to 237 moves in the flow-and-tenure filter.

~2

Table 3 Career lines according to the flow and tenure filter
inflow
ii lines ~empl o~owomen
total
3
9
0
apex
midm-corp
3
23
17
midm-priv
1
2
100
midm-supp
midm-tech
1
2
50
spec-corp
4
85
68
spec-priv
spec-supp
4
16
2S
spec-tech
3
16
81
core-corp
4
56
88
core-priv
3
1S
87
core-supp
2
13
92
core-tech
4
16
38
core-misc

~tlines
28
1
I
4
1
9
2
1
8

outflow
~empl
237
7
2
28
2
122
6
8
62

o~owomen
67
0
0
2S
100
7S
] 00
100
69

The sharp dorp in career lines by adding the tenure filter induces that, although most
flows are structured, a majority of these flows is circumferential. Especially in the
technostructure and in the miscellaneous category we find sharp drops in the number of
movers, which indicates that workers are exchangeable over jobs. One explanation
could be that these jobs require rather finn-specific skills and less or no job-specific
skills. This could also explain the radial mobility of support staff to operating core we
found in table 2.
The women's share increases to 670~0. Both inflow and outflow figures indicate that the
private department in the operating core and flow from the miscellaneous category hold
most career lines. With respect to inflow the private department specialists have most
career lines. Compared to the structured flows in table 2, inflows into (and within)
middle management and the upper level core specialists now become restricted to the
private department. The difference in the women's share with respect to inflow and
outflow rates indicates, as stated in hypothesis 2, that upwazd mobility for women is
limited up to specialist level.
The underlying data still reveal apex-to-apex moves and career lines for the private
department: upward from core to specialist and from specialist to middle management.
Circumferential mobility is indicated career lines which stay within the private operating
core, and there is some radial mobility from the miscellaneous category into the privatecore department. However, the support staff has no longer structured access to kernal
departments, which again favours hypothesis 3.
Level filter
In stead of looking at structured flows we can take upwazd mobility as stazting-point for
determining cazeer lines. Upwazd moves can be calculated by means of upwazd changes
in the function level, which in fact presupposes that each job can be assigned uniquely to
a function leveL However, in our organization we aze confronted with jobs that aze
attributed within a range of levels and there is frequent level-mobility within a job. This
lies outside our interpretation of cazeer lines, which requires a change of job. To
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circumvent this level-assignment problem we use the organizational levels which we
have defined before when discussing the organizational parts. Management has highest
level 4, middle management is level 3 while specialists are at level 2 and finally
ernployees are assigned at level 1.
In table 4 we present the career lines if the only filter is change ofjob to a higher level.
Table 4 Career lines according to the ( unstructured) level filter
inflow
~lines
~ lines ~empl a~owomen
total
103
apex
5
39
0
0
midm-corp
1
]0
23
midm-priv
23
135
21
4
75
midm-supp
2
midm-tech
6
34
12
9
spec-corp
9
7
35
6;
spec-priv
12
32
257
67
spec-supp
3
6
40
30
spec-tech
3
8
core-corp
7
core-priv
24
core-supp
5
core-tech
19
7
27
26
core-misc
23

outtlow
tíempl
600
2
20
65
18
26
229
13
83
144

o~owomen
38
0
0
17
22
12
62
69
43
17

The level filter reveals 103 lines with 600 workers moving up. With only 380~o mobility
share, women now stay behind compared to their employment share and the former
filters. Because all apex functions have the same level there are no longer apex-to-apex
moves in the table, leaving no internal upward outflow for this organizational part. The
same holds for upward inflow into the operating core. Outflow of middle management
(into apex) is absent, which rejects the 4th hypothesis that kernal middle management
has access to general management. Evidently, apart from the inflow from the
miscellaneous category, there is no intemal inflow into management. This implies that
to become a general manager employees have to switch to another local office or
branch.
If we analyze the origin- and destiny-departments simultaneously for the level filter, it
reveals that the inflow into apex originates from the miscellaneous category, that an
upward career line exists from business-specialist to middle management, and that corespecialist and specialist-middle management career lines are present within the private
department, within the technostructure there is a line from core to specialist. We also
notice some radial mobility from technostructure (core) to private banking specialists,
which again confirms hypthesis 3 that support staff holds a weak position on entering
kernal departments.
The private department and the miscellaneous category have large upward mobility.
Evidently these categories are starting places for futher internal (upward) mobility. This
is also confirmed when we look at the new-entrant's jobs: these are almost all within the
operating core and the miscellaneous category.
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Composite,filters
A drawback of the univariate level-filtering is its lack of structural requirement on the
moves. If we request the level-filtering to meet the structured flow-criterion then the
number of moves drops to 207, the percentage of women on a career line becomes 450~0
and the number of career lines drops to only 19 lines (compared to 96 for flow only and
103 for level only).
Table 5 Career lines according to the flow and level (structured level) filter
inflow
outflow
tt lines t~empl a~owomen
tilines
~empl
total
19
207
2
33
0
apex
1
3
0
midm-corp
3
23
17
midm-priv
1
2
100
midm-supp
midm-tech
1
1
2
SO
spec-corp
3
spec-priv
5
117
69
3
23
spec-supp
spec-tech
3
9
33
core-corp
core-priv
7
123
core-supp
1
2
core-tech
4
18
18
17
core-misc
3
38
3

o~owomen
45
0
17
69
100
17
0

The women's share in the private core part remains high (690~0). Compared to the two
univariate filters it is the only department were women are on a career line. In the other
departments we encounter significant drops in number of moves and in the women's
share.
This composite filter only leaves the miscellaneous-apex line and the upward private
department lines from core to specialist and from specialist to middle management.
Finally we can impose the filtering to satisfy all univariate filters, that is, a job change
must be structural, tenurelage-pathed and upward. Table 6 shows the (logical) further
drop in number of career lines and number ofpeople in a career line.
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Table 6 Career lines according to the tenure and level filter
inflow
~lines
~ lines ttempl o~owomen
total
12
2
0
apex
I
midm-corp
23
17
midm-priv
3
2
100
midm-supp
1
midm-tech
2
50
spec-corp
I
85
68
spec-priv
3
4
spec-supp
spec-tech
core-corp
core-priv
6
core-supp
1
core-tech
2
2
9
33
core-misc

outflow
ttempl
123
23
91
2
7

o~owomen
55
17
68
100
0

Compared to table 4 the women's share in career lines recovers to SSo~o, which is close to
the total employment share. Most moves however are from the lowest core level. The
miscellaneous category is removed from the career lines because the workers that flew
into management were older and held more tenure than the management group. Perhaps
we have to deal with some pollution in the classification of workers to their jobs. The
private department is the main organizational part that reveals career lines that meet this
composite filtering: 90o~o of all moves are within, to or from this department.
Clearly this last filtering is very strict and emphasizes the upward career rather than
revealing the structures through which employees can flow into other functions.
However, the filter can be useful in comparing flows with other filters and to emphasize
the most robust and attractive career lines. In the simultaneous analysis of origin- and
destiny-department the `noisy' inflow of the miscellaneous into apex is now filtered out.
It only leaves the upward private department mobility from core to specialist and from
specialist to middle-management.

5

Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to reveal structural settings with respect to internal career
opportunities. Using data of one single organization we could assume that one of two
structural career settings -the career system- to be fixed, allowing us to concentrate on
the career lines within the organization. Preliminary work contained the classification of
all jobs into a level and an organizational part using Mintberg's (1983) partition of
organizational parts. For the different types of mobility we used Schein's (1971)
pyramidal organization perspective that disentangles mobility into circumferential,
radial and upward mobilty. Next we have applied five different filterings to detect these
structural paths along which workers can be internally mobile.
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The results indicate that many career lines are circumferential, especially at core level
where we encountered a large miscellaneous category of general bank employees. Many
new-entrants start in this category and after some time they move to a specific job. This
s~ipports screening theory in which employers who have little information on a worker's
potential productivity relief this uncertainty by collecting information about the
worker's productitivity before allocating him to a specific, more specialized job.
Most career lines stay within the department, which confirmed our hypothesis that the
tasks are job-related in stead of being firm-specific. The organization's kernal
department has limited radial inflow from other organizational parts, again confirming
the job-specific knowledge ofthe tasks. Women have limited career possibilities as their
career lines do not go beyond core-specialist level. Possibly this is partly caused because
of their lower formal education and their early exit from the organization when taking
care of children. However it is difficult to determine if these short tenures aze a cause or
a consequence of short career lines. The private core department turned out to offer the
most and best opportunities both with respect to the number of career lines and the
number of movers. Remarkably the women's shaze in the cazeer lines was persistent.
Except for the univariate level filtering, it stayed close to the women's employment
share. When looking at the career lines that dealt with higher positions in the
organization there is a sharp decrease in women's shaze however. Career lines for men
stop at middle management. There is no intemal inflow into the strategic apex, so to
become a general manager one has to switch to another local office.
Further research is planned on careers at individual level to determine the personal
factors of (upward) careers in which special attention will be payed to the role of
human capital formation therein. Further interest will also be on the women who
manage to become specialist and on the position of women who hold long tenures.
One of our ideas is to develop a vacancy chain model in which we can test whether
demand pulls enlarge the possibilities to climb the organizational ladder.
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